With widespread availability and the use of antiretroviral therapy, patients with human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) in the United States are living long enough to experience non-AIDSedefining illnesses. HIV is associated with an increased risk for cardiovascular disease (CVD) because of traditional CVD risk factors, residual virally mediated inflammation despite HIV treatment, and side effects of antiretroviral therapy. No United States population-wide studies have evaluated patterns of CVD mortality for HIV-infected subjects. Our central hypothesis was that the proportionate mortality from CVD (CVD mortality/total mortality) in the HIV-infected population increased from 1999 to 2013. We used the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention Wide-Ranging Online Data for Epidemiologic Research online database of the United States public health data to assess proportionate CVD mortality from 1999 to 2013 in the HIV-infected, general, and inflammatory polyarthropathy populations; the inflammatory polyarthropathy population was included as a positive control group. Total mortality in the HIV-infected population decreased from 15,739 in 1999 to 8,660 in 2013; however, CVD mortality increased from 307 to 400 during the same period. Thus, proportionate CVD mortality for the HIV-infected population increased significantly from 1999 to 2013 (p <0.0001); this pattern was consistent across races, particularly for men. In contrast, proportionate CVD mortality decreased for the general and inflammatory polyarthropathy populations from 1999 to 2013. In conclusion, CVD has become an increasingly common cause of death in HIV-infected subjects since 1999; understanding evolving mortality risks in the HIV-infected population is essential to inform routine clinical care of HIV-infected subjects as well as CVD prevention and treatment. Ó 2016 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. (Am J Cardiol 2016;117:214e220) Antiretroviral therapy (ART) has improved longevity in the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)einfected population over the past 2 decades, resulting in a growing prevalence of HIV-infected subjects at risk for chronic non-AIDS illnesses.
1,2 Cardiovascular disease (CVD) is the most common cause of mortality among adults in the United States 3 and occurs earlier and more commonly in HIV-infected subjects, who have an estimated 50% greater risk for myocardial infarction (MI) compared with uninfected subjects and an estimated 4.5-fold greater risk for sudden cardiac death. 2,4e9 Although traditional CVD risk factors are common in the HIV-infected population, this increased risk for CVD is independent of traditional risk factors and related to a complex interplay of chronic inflammation and side effects of ART, particularly protease inhibitors.
10e13 Despite this elevated risk for CVD, HIV-infected patients receiving care for acute MI are significantly less likely than uninfected patients to receive standard of care procedures for acute MI, such as coronary angiography.
14 Although some cohort studies have shown increases in non-AIDSedefining illnesses in recent years, there is a dearth of population-based, large-scale data on CVD mortality patterns in the HIV-infected population. 1, 15, 16 In light of this data gap, the purpose of this study was to analyze temporal patterns in proportionate CVD mortality for HIVinfected adults in the United States.
Methods
We conducted the analysis using the publicly available detailed mortality database from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) Wide-Ranging Online Data for Epidemiologic Research (WONDER). The CDC WONDER database has been described previously and used for large epidemiologic studies published in recent years. 17e19 The detailed mortality database within CDC WONDER consists of county-level national mortality and population data on the basis of death certificates of US residents, which include underlying causes of death, up to 20 additional multiple causes, and demographic and The primary outcome for this study was change in proportionate CVD mortality from 1999 to 2013. We chose proportionate CVD mortality rather than absolute rates of CVD mortality as the primary outcome for a number of reasons. First, the only denominator available within the database for crude and age-adjusted mortality rates was the overall (rather than HIV-infected) US population; because the number of HIV-infected subjects dying from CVD represents an exceedingly small portion of the entire living US population, these mortality rates were too low to differ meaningfully from year to year. Furthermore, we believed that assessing temporal changes in proportionate CVD mortality specifically in HIV-infected subjects would help clinicians caring for patients with HIV understand their evolving risks for CVD mortality.
Only adults aged 25 years and older at the time of death were included for analysis; persons aged <25 years or for whom age at the time of death was unknown were excluded from all analyses. Twenty-five was used as the age cutoff rather than a younger age (such as 18 or 21) because CDC WONDER data are sortable by decade and inclusion of a population younger than 25 would have necessitated inclusion of subjects aged as young as 15. To calculate proportionate CVD mortality, we selected "diseases of the circulatory system" (International Classification of Diseases (ICD)10 codes I00 to I99) as the underlying cause of death, then selected all causes of death (all ICD10 codes) as the underlying cause of death, and subsequently divided the number of CVD deaths by all causes of death to determine proportionate mortality. We assessed the entire category of "diseases of the circulatory system" e which includes mortality from differing mechanisms including stroke, MI, arrhythmias, and heart failure e for the primary outcome because we sought to identify broadly the full spectrum of CVD deaths for this analysis. Assessment of subtypes of CVD deaths (e.g., MI alone) was performed in a secondary analysis. The calculation of proportionate CVD mortality was done separately for each year from 1999 to 2013 and stratified by gender for the following race and/or ethnic groups: non-Hispanic whites, non-Hispanic blacks, and Hispanics. First, these sets of calculations were performed in HIV-infected subjects (defined as those with a diagnosis of HIV (ICD10 codes B20 to B24) on the death certificate as a multiple cause of death). Subsequently, calculations of proportionate CVD mortality were performed separately for the general population and those with inflammatory polyarthropathies (ICD10 codes M05 to M13 listed as multiple cause of death). We performed the separate analysis for the inflammatory polyarthropathy population because the population of HIV-infected subjects on ART is undergoing an epidemiologic transition to a chronic inflammatory disease population; we anticipated that it would be informative to evaluate CVD mortality patterns in other chronic inflammatory disease populations for which natural history is better understood. Rheumatoid arthritis, for instance, has been associated with increased risks for CVD because of a number of proposed mechanisms.
20e24 Linear regression models were used to assess within-group trends in proportionate CVD mortality from 1999 to 2013; slope (b) was used to assess trends over time (change in proportionate mortality per year), with a p value <0.05 indicating statistical significance.
To address potential systematic differences between in-hospital and out-of-hospital deaths, we performed a set of 
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The American Journal of Cardiology (www.ajconline.org) sensitivity analyses including only in-hospital deaths. Additionally, we performed sensitivity analyses assessing temporal trends in proportionate mortality from specific CVD subtypes (MI, stroke, heart failure, and arrhythmia, separately), rather than all circulatory diseases. We also performed an exploratory analysis to assess cause-specific CVD mortality from 1999 to 2013 by raceegender groups. Specific causes of mortality were determined by ICD10 codes of underlying causes of death: hypertensive diseases (I10 to I15), ischemic heart disease (I20 to I25), pulmonary heart disease (I26 to I28), cardiomyopathy and heart failure (I42 and I50), cerebrovascular disease (I60 to I69), or other CVD death (all I00 to I99 diagnoses other than I10 to 15, I20 to 28, I42, I50, and I60 to I69). We stratified by white and/or black race only (not Hispanic origin) for this analysis because of low numbers of subtypes of CVD events in certain subgroups. Because the analyses for this study were conducted using only deidentified, population-level (not individual-level) data that are publicly available, this study was exempt in the institutional review board review process, and a waiver of informed consent was applied.
Results
Characteristics of the HIV-infected and general populations of persons aged 25 years and older at the time of death are provided in Table 1 . Compared with the general population, HIV-infected subjects dying from CVD were more likely to be men, black, younger, urban-dwelling, and to have died in a medical facility. Among HIV-infected persons dying from any cause, those dying from CVD tended to be older.
For the overall HIV-infected population, CVD mortality increased from 1999 to 2013 but total mortality decreased; proportionate CVD mortality increased from 1.95% in 1999 Proportionate CVD Mortality from 1999 to 2013 for the overall HIV-infected population, the general US population, and the US population with inflammatory polyarthropathies is shown in Figure 3 . Although proportionate CVD mortality increased more than twofold for HIV-infected persons, proportionate CVD mortality decreased in the general and inflammatory polyarthropathy populations during the same period. As expected, CVD remains responsible for a greater overall proportion of deaths in the general and inflammatory polyarthropathy populations than in the HIV-infected population given the decreasing but still-substantial burden of AIDS-related deaths among HIV-infected subjects. 1, 15, 16 In a sensitivity analysis in which only in-hospital deaths were included, there remained a substantial increase in proportionate CVD mortality from 1999 to 2013 for the HIVinfected population and a decrease in proportionate CVD mortality during the same period in the general population (Supplementary Table 2 ). In another sensitivity analysis assessing CVD subtypes, proportionate mortality due to ischemic heart disease (mortality due to ischemic heart disease/overall mortality) increased threefold in the HIVinfected population, from 0.8% in 1999 to 2.5% in 2013 but decreased in the general population, from 22.8% in 1999 to 14.6% in 2013 (Supplementary Table 3 ).
When we assessed proportionate mortality due to specific CVD subtypes among separate raceegender groups for HIV-infected subjects and the general population, a few patterns persisted across groups (Tables 2 and 3; Figure 4 ). Hypertensive heart and renal diseases (ICD10 codes I10 to I15) and pulmonary circulatory diseases (such as pulmonary embolism and pulmonary hypertension; ICD10 codes I26 to I28) were more likely to be designated as the causes of CVD-related death for HIV-infected subjects than for the general population. Conversely, CVD mortality was more likely to be because of heart failure and/or cardiomyopathy (ICD10 codes I42 and I50) or cerebrovascular diseases including stroke (ICD10 codes I60 to I69) in the general population than in the HIV-infected population.
Discussion
In this study, we used a national US database of mortality data and found that the proportion of deaths related to CVD increased more than twofold in HIV-infected subjects between 1999 and 2013. This pattern was particularly apparent in men and contrasts sharply against the decrease in proportionate CVD-related mortality for the general US population and patients with inflammatory polyarthropathies 
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during the same period. The increase in proportionate CVD mortality in HIV-infected persons is not surprising given their decreasing competing risks for AIDS-related mortality in recent years, their elevated risks for CVD, and the overall aging of the US. HIV population. The results of this study underscore the emerging need for enhanced CVD risk prediction and prevention in the HIVinfected population. Traditional coronary heart disease risk prediction models, such as the Framingham Risk Score, may provide inadequate discrimination and be poorly calibrated in the HIV-infected population in light of the elevated HIVrelated MI risks that may differ from traditional risk factors. 25, 26 Age and demographic disparities between the general population and HIV-infected population may also limit the applicability of traditional cardiovascular risk prediction models in the HIV-infected population. Accordingly, studies evaluating newer atherosclerotic CVD (ASCVD) risk prediction models (such as the American College of Cardiology/American Heart Association ASCVD risk estimator) with potential incorporation of HIV-specific variables are warranted.
To improve the cardiovascular health of the HIV-infected population, more large-scale randomized data on preventive cardiovascular interventions are needed. Although a number of small, randomized statin trials in the HIV-infected population have demonstrated significant improvements in lipids and subclinical CVD, there is a dearth of trial data assessing hard clinical end points. 27 TheRandomized Trial to Prevent Vascular Events in HIV (REPRIEVE: AIDS Clinical Trials Group study A5332) has recently been initiated and represents the first large-scale randomized clinical trial testing a pharmacologic strategy (pitavastatin) for heart disease prevention in the HIV-infected population.
A number of limitations of this study must be acknowledged. Because death certificates were our sole source of data for this population-level analysis, our ability to assess disease-specific variables was limited, and we could not validate ICD10-coded diagnoses with expert chart review or other methods for adjudication. However, previous studies of large administrative databases have demonstrated ample agreement between individual-level ICD10 diagnoses assigned by providers in routine clinical care and the relative "gold standard" of diagnoses determined by blinded expert chart reviewers and/or auditors. 28, 29 We performed sensitivity analysis that included only in-hospital deaths due to concerns regarding systematic differences in ICD10-coded causes of death on in-hospital versus out-of-hospital deaths and still found a substantial increase in proportionate CVD mortality for the HIV-infected population and a decrease for the general population from 1999 to 2013.
It is also possible that there were systematic differences between the HIV-infected and general populations in how causes of death were classified. For instance, if an underlying cause of death was unclear for 2 subjects, it is possible that the HIV-infected individual's death was attributed to the most common cause in the HIV-infected population, AIDS-related illness, whereas the uninfected individual's death was attributed to CVD, the most common cause of death in the general adult population. If this were the case, it would have led to systematic underreporting of CVD deaths and resulting underestimation of the burden of CVD-related mortality in the HIV-infected population. Furthermore, it is possible that this theoretical underreporting of CVD deaths in the HIV-infected population could have changed from 1999 to 2013 with increased recognition of CVD risk in HIV, thus, partially contributing to the temporal increase in proportionate CVD mortality in the HIV population observed in this study. Another factor limiting our ability to compare HIV and general populations is the unique and significant aging of the HIV population from 1999 to 2013. Although this may account for some of the increase in CVD mortality in HIV-infected subjects during this period, the mean age of HIV-infected subjects dying from any cause also increased from 1999 to 2013, thus limiting the degree to which aging alone would impact proportionate mortality. Despite these limitations, the population-wide and 15-year scope of this study provides sufficient and varied hard clinical end points to evaluate temporal and demographic patterns to an extent not entirely replicable by longitudinal cohort studies. Furthermore, we believe that the populationlevel nature of this study, derived from the entire US population aged 25 years or older at the time of death from 1999 to 2013, represents a substantial and complementary addition to existing HIV mortality literature.
